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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group which admits an automorphism a of 
odd prime order p whose fixed-point-subgroup C,(a) is an abelian 2-group. 
Then G is solvable. 
In [2], M. J. Collins and B. Rickman have proved the solvability of a 
finite group G which admits an automorphism a of odd prime order whose 
fixed-point-subgroup C,(a) has order 2. T. Okuyama 191 settled the case 
C,(a) is a cyclic 2-group. Our result is a generalization of these results. 
An important tool that is used to attack this problem is H. Matsuyama’s 
method [8]. We now discuss the proof of the theorem. In Section 3, we study 
solvable groups which satisfy our hypothesis. Such groups have a-length one. 
A minimal counterexample to the theorem is simple. In Section 4, we prove 
if r is an odd prime divisor of / G ( and R is an a-invariant Sylow r-subgroup 
of G, then N,(R) is the unique maximal a-invariant subgroup of G which 
contains R. 
For any p-group X, the p-rank of X is denoted by m(X). Set rc,, = 
{r E n(G) - 121 I C,(a) n N,(R) = 11, 7~~ = {r E WI - (21 I W&) n 
N,(R)) = 11, n, = {r E x(G) - PI I m(C,(a) n N,(R)) > 21. 
In Section 5, first we prove rr, = #. Let r E 71, and (w) = 
Q,(C,(a) f’? N,(R)). Then we prove C,(w) = 1; in particular R is abelian. 
In Section 6, we let r E 7~. Then m(C,(a) n N,(R)) > 2. We prove that if 
r = 3 or R is non-abelian, S c N,(R), where S is an a-invariant Sylow 2- 
subgroup of G. 
* This article is part of a doctoral thesis submitted to Hokkaido University in 1981. 
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In Section 7: we prove S @N,(R) for odd prime r. Hence we have 3 E 71, 
and Sylow r-subgroups are abelian for all odd prime r dividing ) G 1. 
In Section 8, we let Q be an a-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Using the 
Smith-Tyrer theorem, we prove Q is a T.I.-set. 
In Section 9, we attempt to follow Matsuyama’s method and we have a 
final contradiction. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All groups considered in this paper are assumed finite. Our notation 
corresponds to that of Gorenstein [6]. For a prime p, we let Syl,(G) denote 
the set of Sylow p-subgroups of the group G. 
(2.1) (THOMPSON [ 131). Let G be a group which admits a fixed-point- 
free automorphism of prime order. Then G is nilpotent. 
(2.2) (GLAUBERMAN [S]). Let G be a group and p be an odd prime. Let 
P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then Pn G’ = (PHI N,(K)’ ( 1 # K char P),. 
(2.3) (GLAUBERMAN [3]). Suppose S is a S~low p-subgroup of a group 
G. x E S n Z(N,(J(S))), and x is not weakly closed in S with respect to G. 
Let M = C,(x). Then p = 2, and there exists a p-subgroup D of M, and 
subgroups A, W, Z of N,(D) and an element n with the following properties: 
(a) W is a four-group and Z(D) = W x Z: 
(b) A is an abeliun 2-subgroup of N,,( WI n C,(Z): 
(c) [A”,x]#l andnEN,(W)nC,(Z); 
(d) (A, A”:) centralizes Z and induces the entire group Aut(G) on W 
by conjugation; 
(e) Z(S) G C,(D) = Z(D). 
(2.4) (GLAUBERMAN [4]). Let G be a non-abelian simple group. Assume 
G does not involve the symmetric group of degree 4. Then G is JR-type. 
L,(q), q = 3, 5(8). L2(2”) or Sz(2”). UJ(2”). 
(2.5) [7]. Let u be an automorphism of a finite simple group G. Assume 
that any proper a-invariant subgroup of G has a unique maximal u-invariant 
( p, q}-subgroup. Let H be a maximal u-invariant { p, q t-subgroup of G. If M 
is an a-invariant subgroup of F(H) such that O,(M) # 1 # O,(M). then H is 
the unique maximal a-invariant { p, q}-subgroup which contains M. 
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(2.6) (BAUMANN [ 11). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a Jinite non- 
solvable group G. Assume S is a maximal subgroup of G. Then the following 
hold: 
(a) O’(G/O,(G)) is a direct product of L?(q)‘s with a prime q= 
2"+ I >5 orq=3*: 
(b) rf O,(G) = 1, then !.Z(S)( = 2; 
(c) rff2,(Z(S)) e O?(G), then Oz(O’(G)) = 1; 
(d) Assume Q,(Z(S)) n 02(G) f Q,(-W)) n OAG) for an?’ 
T E Syl?(G) with S # T. Then J(S) G O,(G). 
(2.7) [ 11. Let S be a S~~lonl 2-subgroup of a finite solvable group G. 
Assume S is a maximal subgroup of G. Let Z = f2,(Z(02(G))). Assume the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) Z(S) n Z # Z(T) n Z for an?’ T E Sy12(G) with T # S: 
(b) J(s) CL O,(G). 
Let IV be Oz,z.(G) J(S) and G = G/O-,(G). Then the following hold: 
(i) CT is a direct product of S,‘s, nlhere S, denotes the s.smmetric 
group of degree 3; 
(ii) Let I? be an S,-isomorphic direct factor of @ and E be the pre- 
image in G of E. Then J[E, Z]l = 4 and Z = (X,,.,, II?‘. Z]) x (Zf’ Z( IV)). 
(2.8) (SMITH-TYRER [ 121). Let G be a finite group with an abefian 
Sallow p-subgroup P for some odd prime p. rf / N,(P)/C’,(P)i = 2 and 
Pn N,(P)’ is non-cyclic. then G is p-solvable. 
(2.9) (SHULT [ 111). Ler G = N&P with N a G, Q a QP. I PI is a prime. 
(IQI. IPI) = 1 and (INI, IQI) = 1. .4 ssume further that C,.(P) = 1. Then we 
have either 
(i) If’, Ql G C,(N), or 
(ii) j PI is a Fermat prime and [ Q j is even. 
(2.10) [6. Theorem 8.5.41. Let G be a group in which the centralizer of 
evecr p-element is p-constrained. Then if A E SCN,(p), C,(A) permutes 
transitive@ under conjugation the set of all maximal A-invariant q-subgroups 
of G for an)’ prime q # p. 
(2.11) [2, Proposition 2.71. Let G be a finite group, and let p and q be 
distinct prime divisor of 1 G(. Assume that G has an abelian Sylow p- 
subgroup P for which m(P) > 3 and that, whenever P, is a subgroup of P 
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with m(P/P,) < 2, N,(P,) is p-constrained. Then C,(P) permutes the 
elements of M,*(P, q) transitively under conjugation. 
(2.12) [8 I. Let S be a 2-group which admits an automorphism u of odd 
order. If S contains no non-cyclic characteristic abelian subgroups, then S is 
the central product of a-invariant subgroups E and R. where E = 1 or E is 
extraspecial and either R is cyclic or D,, Q,. S,. m > 4. 
(2.13) [ 141. Let G be a fmite group with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Then O”(G/O(G)) ‘c T x L, x ... x L,, where T is an abelian 2-group and 
Li r L,(q), q = *3(8) or JR-type for i = l...., n. 
(2.14) (MATSUYAMA [8]). Let G be a finite group which contains a Hall 
n-subgroup H of odd order. Put M = N,(H) and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of M. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(a) H= T, X ... x T, wirh Tj E Syl,,(H) for i = l..... n; 
(b) S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and M = HS: 
(c) There exists an involution t E Z(S) rrith C,(t) g M. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G=M, or 
(ii) there exists a non-trivial q-subgroup A such that q E n(G) - z and 
N,(A)/C,(A) is nor a (2, q)-group. 
(2.15). Let a be an automorphism of G with G D P. rf [P, al = 1, then 
[G. a] centralizes P. 
Proof Let .‘I E G and y E P. As ~9~ ‘xy E P, (y - ‘xy)” = y-m ‘qt. But now 
(y-‘.~y)~ = ?-“x”ya = y-“xy”. Hence [ yyn, x] = 1. This implies that 
[G, a 1 centralizes P. 
(2.16) (OKUYAMA [9]). Let G be a Jinite group which admits an 
automorphism a of odd prime order whose fixed-point-subgroup C,(a) is a 
cyclic 2-group. Then G is 2-closed or 2-nilpotent. In particular G is solvable. 
(2.17) [6, Theorem 3.4.11. Let V/F be an irreducible G-module and let 
H be a normal subgroup of G. Then V is the direct sum of H-invariant 
subspaces Vi. 1 < i < r. which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) vi=Xi, X Xi2 X “’ Xxii, where each X, is an irreducible H- 
submodule, 1 < i < r. t is independent of i, and Xii, Xi.i. are isomorphic H- 
modules 17 and onlll tf i = i’. 
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(b) For x in G, the mapping z(x): Vi + Vjx, 1 ,< i < r. is a 
permutation of the set S = ( V, ,.... V,) and n induces a transitive permutation 
representation of G on S. 
(2.18) [ 2, 8 1. Let S = E * R. where E is an extraspecial 2-group and R 
is a cyclic 2-group. Set (w) = B ,(Z(S)). Let P be an abelian p-group for 
some odd prime p. Suppose S acts on P faithfully such that C,(w) = 1. Let A 
be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of S with II’ 6?? A. Then the following 
hold: 
(a) Ifm(A) = r, m(C,(A)) = (l/2”) m(P): 
(b) If A GE. m(C,(A)) is even. 
ProoJ (a) may be found in [81. (b) may be found in [2(. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF SOLVABLE GROUPS SATISFYING THE 
HYPOTHESIS OF THE THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that G is a finite soltjable group admitting an 
automorphism a of odd prime order p and C,(u) is an abelian 2-group. Then 
the following hold: 
(i) G = O2,.2.2(G); 
(ii) If O,(G) = 1, G is 2-nilpotent and C,(a) = Z(S). inhere S is an a- 
imariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
ProoJ (i) follows from Proposition 3.1 of [lo]. We now prove (ii). Since 
O,(G) = 1, S acts faithfully on O(G). Hence by (2.1), all a-invariant abelian 
subgroups of S are centralized by a. In particular [Z(S), a] = 1. If S is 
abelian, Z(S) = S = C,(a). Assume that S is not abelian. 
Since [C,(a), Z,(S)] C Z(S) C C,(u), Z?(S) normalizes C,(a). Since 
ZN = [Zdsh aI Cz2&) and Cd a is abelian, Z,(S) centralizes C,(a). 1 
Thus C,(a) E C,(Z?(S)) char S. Hence we have C,(a) char S by induction 
on ISI. BY (2.15), IS, 1 a centralizes C,(a). Since S = [S, a] C,(a) and C,(a) 
is abelian, C,(a) = Z(S). 
Let H be an a-invariant odd Hall subgroup of G and G = G/O(G). Since 
C,(a) = 1 and C,(a) = Z(S), & centralizes S/Z(S) by (2.1). Since 
[Z(S), a] = 1, i? centralizes Z(S) by (2.15). Hence fi centralizes g This 
implies G is 2nilpotent. 
4. STRUCTURE OF A MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Let G be a minimal counterexample to the Theorem. By (2.16), we may 
assume that m(C,(a)) > 2. 
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LEMMA 4.1. G is simple. 
Proof G can have no proper non-identity a-invariant normal subgroup. 
So G is a direct product of isomorphic non-abelian simple groups permuted 
transitively by a. Were there more than one. C,(a) would be non-abelian, 
contrary to hypothesis. 
LEMMA 4.2. The symmetric group S, is involved in G. 
ProoJ: Unless S, is involved in G, G is a JR-type, L2(q), q = 3. 5(8), 
L2(2”) or Sz(2”), U,(Z”) by (2.4). But these simple groups have no 
automorphism of odd prime order fixing an abelian 2-group, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let S be an u-invariant Sqj[ow 2-subgroup of G. If 
[S, C,(a)] # 1 then there is a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup C 
of S such that C 5 Z,(S) (so [S, C] E Q,(Z(S))) and 1 f [C. CI 1 z 
Cs(C.da))* 
Prooj We can assume Z(S) E C,(a) (else let C = .G,(Z(S))). Let 
c = filWZ,(S))) so [C, C,(u)] G [Z>(S). S] c Z(S) E C,(o). Thus. 
[C, C,(a), a1 = 1 so by 3-subgroups lemma, [C, CX] centralizes C,(a). it 
remains to show [C, a] # 1. Assume [C, a] = 1 so [Z, u] = 1. where Z = 
Z(Zz(S)). Then C,(a) c C,(Z) since C,(u) is abelian. Also, Z char S so 
(S, Z. o] = 1 SO 3subgroups lemma implies [S, a) g C,(Z). Since S = 
[S, CI] C,(a), Z = Z(S). Now [S, Z?(S), S] = 1 so again by 3-subgroups 
lemma, [S’, Zz(S)] = 1. Thus, S’ n Z>(S) c Z = Z(S) SO (S/Z(S))' n 
(S/Z(S)) = I. Hence (S/Z(S))’ = 1 so S’ c Z(S) G C,(a). Therefore 
C,(o) 4 S so [S. C,(a), u] = 1. By 3-subgroups lemma, [S, a] centralizes 
C,(a) so, since C,(a) is abelian, C,Y(c-r) c Z(S), contradicting (S. C,(a)] # 1. 
Let r E n(G) - { 2 } and R be an a-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M be a maximal a-invariant { 2, r}-subgroup of G which 
contains R and C,(a). Then M is the unique maximal a-invariant (2, r}- 
subgroup which contains R. 
Proof By Proposition 3, M= Or.?.r (M). If O,(M) = 1, then R c N,(S), 
where S is the a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let F, be the u-invariant 
Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(J(R)), then [F,, Z(R)] C_ S f~ J(R) = 1. Hence Z(R) 
is weakly closed in R with respect to G by (2.3). Hence G’ f~ R = 
N,(Z(R))’ n R. Since G is simple and N,(Z(R)) = 0, ,.2.z .(N,(Z(R))). 
N,(Z(R)) = N,(R). Let F, be an u-invariant Sylow 2subgroup of N,(Z(R)), 
then [F,, R] & S n R = 1. Hence N,(Z(R)) has a normal r-complement. 
Hence R q N&Z(R))’ n R = G’ n R, a contradiction. Therefore O,(M) # 1. 
Put R * = O,.(M). By the Frattini argument, R = R *N,(F,), where Fz is the 
u-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Since Fz 2 C,(u). N,(F?)E Nci(S). 
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Therefore R = R*N,(S). Let N be an a-invariant {2, r)-subgroup which 
contains R. Then we shall prove NE M. If N= N/O,.(N), R* centralizes 
O,(N) (by (2.1) since Co,(,vj(a) centralizes R*) so R* = 1. Since O,(N) c R __- 
and R = R *N,(S), O,(N) = R *No,,,v,(S). Let O,.(N) = O,(N)/@(O,(N)). 
Assume O,(N) $ R*. Let E be the a-invariant Sylow 2subgroup of N. _- 
I,!?, NO,(N,(S)] g O,(N) n E= 1, 
-- 
Since [E, G,(N)] = [E, R * 1. Let E, = 
E/C,(O,(N)). then [E, O,.(N)] = [E,. O,.(N)] and [Z(E,), a] = 1. Let 
E, = Z(E,), then O,(N) = [O,(N), E,) x Csj;(E,). Since [E,, a] = 1, 
[O,.(N), E,] = (R*, E,] E R*. Let El = E/C,(C,,,,v,(E,)), then (Z(Ez), a] 
= 1.m~ Cti~j(E,) = lC~(E,L ZWAI x CL&Z(E,)~ and-l%qdE,). 
Z(E,)] &R*. If we repeat this method, we have [O,(N), El c R”. Hence E 
n_rmalizes R*@(O,.(N)). Let R, = R*@(O,(N)) and R, = R ,/@(R,). If 
R, +?I?*. then we repeat this method. Thus E normalizes R *. Hence Es 
N,(R*). Since N,(R *) has a unique maximal a-invariant 12. r)-subgroup. 
N G M. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let M* be a maximal a-incariant subgroup which 
contains R. Then M* = N,(R). 
Proof Let h4* be a maximal a-invariant subgroup which contains R and 
M be a maximal a-invariant (2, r}-subgroup containing the unique Q- 
invariant Hall (2, r}-subgroup of M*. So M= O,.z.,(M) by Proposition 3. If 
O,.(M) = 1, then R z NG(S). where S is an a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G. Let 1 # K be a characteristic subgroup of R. Put N = N,(K) and & = 
N/O,,(N). Since [C,v(a). O,(N)] E O,(N) n S f7 N = 1, C,V(a) = 1. By (2. I), 
N is nilpotent so N’ f”R = R’. By (2.2) R f? G’ = (R f-l N,(K)’ j 
1 # K char R) = R’, a contradiction. Hence O,(M) # 1. 
Assume O:(M) = 1. By Proposition 3, M is r-closed. Since an a-invariant 
odd Hall subgroup of M* is nilpotent, M* is r-closed. By the maximality of 
Itif*, M* = N,(R). Hence we may assume that O!(M) # 1. Assume 
m(C.,,(a)) > 2. Then there exists an element x E C,,,(u) such that 
C o, ,,,, (x)# 1. We set H= C,,,,, . (Y), then Oz(H) # 1 # O,(H). By (2.5) 
C,(a) S M. Let 1 # K char R and L be an a-invariant Hall (2, r)-subgroup 
of N,(K). Then R c L since R s N,(K). By Lemma 4.4, L 5 M. Since an a- 
invariant Hall (2. r}‘-subgroup is contained in C,(R), N,(K) 5 N&O,(M)). 
Hence G’n R = N,(O,(M))‘n R, so. since G is simple, R c N,(O,(M))‘. 
Since N&O,.(M)) has 2-length one and has a nilpotent Hall 2’.subgroup, 
M 5 N&O,.(M)) c N,(R), then M* = N,(R). 
Assume m(C,,,(a)) = 1. By (2.16), M* is r-closed or 2-closed. If M* is 2- 
closed, then R C_ N,(S), a contradiction. Hence M* is r-closed. This proves 
the lemma. 
Set jr,,= {r E n(G) - (2) / C,(a) n N,(R) = l}, z, = (r E n(G) - (2} 1 
m(C,(a) n N,(R)) = 1 I. rz = jr E r(G) - (2) I m(C,(a)n N,(R)) > 2). 
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5. THE SET x0 AND n, 
LEMMA 5.1. 7t,, =a. 
Proof Let r E I[,, and R be an a-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of G. By 
(2.2) and Lemma 4.5, G’ n R = N,(R)’ n R. Since C,(a) n N,(R) = 1. 
N,(R) is nilpotent by (2.1). Since G is simple, we have contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let r E TC,. and R be an a-imariant Sallow r-subgroup. rf 
(w) = f2,(C,(a)n N,(R)), then C,(w) = 1. 
Let R, = C,(w) and (J> = C,(a)n N,(R). We may assume R, # 1. Let 
M be a maximal a-invariant (2, t-)-subgroup which contains an a-invariant 
Hall (2, r}-subgroup of CG(~). Then we break the proof of Lemma 5.2 into 
twelve steps. 
Step 1. Let K be an a-invariant subgroup with C,(a) c O?(K). Then 
Kc N,(S). where S is an a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof: Since C,(a) E K, a acts fixed point freely on N,(0,(K))/02(K) 
and so N&(KNIO,F) is nilpotent by (2.1). Hence N&O,(K)) is 2-closed. 
If we repeat this method, Kc N,(S). 
Step 2. If O,(M) # 1, then Z(R) c C,(J)). 
Prooj If O?(M) = 1, then M z N,(R). Hence C,(a) C_ N,(R), which is a 
contradiction since m(C,(a)) > 2. Therefore O?(M) # 1. If Z(R)n 
O,(M) # 1, then R EM by (2.5). By Lemma 4.5, M c N,(R), which is a 
contradiction. Hence Z(R)n O,(M) = 1. Any two a-invariant Sylow r- 
subgroups are conjugate by an element of C’,(a). Hence O,(M)X 2 R for 
some g E C,(a). Since C,(a) c_ N, Z(R) G NG(0,(M)8) = N,(O,.(M)). By 
maximality of M, M is an a-invariant Hall (2, r)-subgroup of N,(O,(M)). So 
Z(R)h G N for some h E C,(a). Since h E C,(a) s N, Z(R) E Nh = N. So 
[ ?: Z(R)] G Z(R) n Oz..z(N) = Z(R) n O,(N) = 1. 
Step 3. If Z(R) c C,(J~). then Z(R) z NG(S). 
Proof. Since Z(R) C_ C,(y), Z(R) E Z(N,(J(R))) (=Z(N,(R))). By 
(2.3), Z(R) is weakly closed in R with respect to G. Then C,(J) = 
02(C,(y))(N,(R) n C,(y)) since Z(R) !Z C,(p) and Z(R) is weakly closed 
in R with respect to G. Then. since N,(R) n C,(y) is 2-closed. C,(y) is 2- 
closed. By Step 1, Z(R) c_ C,(y) G N&S). 
Step 4. Let L be a maximal a-invariant 12, r)-subgroup which contains 
an a-invariant Hall (2, r-}-subgroup of N&R,). Then O,.(L) # 1. 
ProojI If O,(L) = 1, L E NG(S) by maximality of L. Since N,(R,) c L, 
[N,(R,), IV] E S n R = 1. Hence N,(R,) = R,, which implies R, = R. So 
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R c NG(S). By Lemma 4.5, Nq(S) 5 N,(R). Hence C,(a) G N,(R), a con- 
tradiction. 
Step 5. WE Z(S) or 02(N,(R)) = 1. 
Proof: Assume O,(N,(R)) # 1. We set U = O:(N,(R)). Then 
(R. Z(S)) G N,(U) c N,(R) by Lemma 4.5. If [Z(S), u] = Z(S). then 
(R, S) E C’,(Z(S)) G N,(R), which is a contradiction. Hence C,,,,(o) # 1. 
Since m(C,(a) n N,(R)) = 1, II’ E C,Ju), which completes the proof. 
Step 6. If O,(M) = 1, then R, 5 N,(S). 
ProuJ: Since O,(M) = 1. M is 2-closed. Since (o,(CJi~z?)), C,(a)) 
G M. [O,(CJw)), C&cc)] G O,(C,(w)) n O?(M) = 1. Let O&V) = 
02(M)/@(.0@4)). Since C,(o) E C,Z,,,,(O,(C,(V))), u acts fixed point 
freely on %@i/co,ll, (O,(C,(rr’))). By (2.1). O,(CJup)) centralizes 
wwc02(.tf, ---(O,(C,(rr))). Hence [O,(C,(rr*)), 0#4)] s @(O,(M)) and so 
[O,(C,(w)). O#f)I = 1. s ince O,(M) = 1, O,(C,(ic,)) c_ C,,,(O&U)) c_ O?(M) 
and so O,(C,(u?)) = 1. Since OZ,(CG(u’)) is nilpotent, r/‘jOZ,(C,(rr*))l. 
Let q (#‘v) be an odd prime such that q 1 / O?,(CG(~~y))J. By considering an 
a-invariant Hall (r. q}-subgroup, there exists an a-invariant Sylow q- 
subgroup Q such that N,(R) = N,(Q). Let Q, be an a-invariant Sylow q- 
subgroup of O,,(C,(u~)). then (C,(a). Rj G N,(Q,). Hence C,(u) s N,(R) 
by Lemma 4.5. a contradiction. Therefore Oz,(CG(u’)) = 1 and so C,(nv) is 2- 
closed. By Step 1. R, G C,(nl) s NJS). 
Step 7. w E Z(S). 
Proof. We first argue Z(R) G C,(y), where (y) = C,(a) n N,(R). By 
Step 2, we may assume O,(M) = 1. By Step 6, R, c NG(S). Let E be an (r- 
invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(R). By Step 5 and Proposition 3, we may 
assume w E Z(E). Let E, be an a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(R,), -__ -~ 
where _RO = C,(w). Since [R,, S/C,(w)] = 1 and S/C,(n)) # 1, E $ E,, 
where S = S/#(S). Let N be a maximal a-invariant j2, r/-subgroup which 
contains an a-invariant Hall (2, r}-subgroup of N,(R,). Then. by Step 4, 
O,.(N) # 1. If O?(N) = 1, Ns N,(R), a contradiction since E 5 E,. Hence 
O,(N) # 1. If Z(R) n O,(N) # 1, then R G N by (2.5), a contradiction. If 
Z(R)nO,(N)= 1, [Z(R).J]GZ(R)~O~.~(N)=Z(R)~O,(N)= 1. SO. by 
Step 3. Z(R) E N,(S). 
Z(R) normalizes s= S/@(S) and C,(w). If )tq $ Z(S), S $ C,(rt’). Then -~ 
[Z(R), S/C,(w)] = 1. On the other hand, C,(Z(R)) z E since C&Z(R)) c 
N,(R). Hence, since w E Z(E), ??= C,(Z(S)) C,(w) = C,(w), which is a 
contradiction. 
Step 8. w E Z(N,(J(S))). 
Prooj If O,.(M) # 1, Z(R)GN,(S) by Step 2 and Step 3. If O,(M)= 1, 
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R0 S NG(S) by Step 6. In any case r 1 IN&(S))]. Let R, be an a-invariant 
Sylow r-subgroup of N&(S)). Any two a-invariant Sylow r-subgroups of G 
are conjugate by an element of C,(a). Hence R’; G R for some x E C,(U). 
Since C,(o) C N,(S), R-T c N,(SY = NG(S). Hence we may assume R, G R. 
Then [R,, w] c R nJ(S) = 1 since u’ E Z(S). 
Let q (+r) be an odd prime such that q ( IN&(S))]. By considering an a- 
invariant Hall (r, q}-subgroup, there exists an a-invariant Sylow q-subgroup 
Q of G such N,(R) = NG(Q). If Q, is an a-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of 
N&(S)) with Q. C Q, then [Q,. ,v] 5 Q nJ(S) = 1, which proves 
M’ E Z(N,(J(S)j). 
Step 9. (w> = LJ,(C,(a)n Z(S)). 
ProoJ By (2.3), there exists a 2-subgroup D of C’,(rc), and N,(D) 
contains subgroups A, W, Z and an element n with the following properties: 
(a) W is a four-group and Z(D) = W x Z; 
(b) A is an abelian 2subgroup of NG( W) f7 C,(Z) n C,(LO); 
(c) [A”, \v] # 1 and n E NJ W) f7 C,(Z); 
(d) (A, A “) centralizes Z and induces the entire group Aut W on W 
by conjugation: 
(e) Z(S) c C,5(D) = Z(D). 
Since A 5 C,(w) = 0,..2.2,(C,(~~,)). A E o,.~l(c~;(h’)) = soz~(c,(w)). 
Hence [A,Z(S)] E 02~(Cc(w))~ Z(D) = 1. We set Z(D) = Z(D)/Z. If 
Z(S) = Z(D), then (A. A”:) centralizes w since Z(S) = w and n E iVJ W) n 
C,(Z). This contradicts (d). Hence Z(S) $ Z(D), which implies 
]Z(S): Z(S) n Z] < 2. If m(C,,,,(a)) > 2. then there exists an element x E 
Czcs,(a)n Z*. Then A” c_ C,(Z) g C,(x) = 02..2.2(C,(~~)) and so ‘4” & 
O,,,z(C,(x)) = Oz(C,(.u))S. Hence [A”, w] C_ Oz(Cc(x))n Z(D) = I, which 
contradicts (c). 
Sfep 10. S posseses a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup C with 
the following properties: 
(i) C C Z?(S); 
(ii) 1 # [C, a] G C,(C,(a)): 
(iii) C,(a) = (b-j. 
Proof: If [Z(S), a] # 1. n,(Z(S)) satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). So we may 
assume that (Z(S), a] = 1. By Step 9, Cs(a) SL Z(S) since m(C,(a)) 2 2. 
Then, by Lemma 4.3. S possesses a characteristic elementary abelian 
subgroup C, satisfying (i) and (ii). Set C = C,(w), then C satisfies (i) and 
(ii). Since Cs Z,(S), C,-(a) Z(S) (1 S. By (2.15). [S, a] centralizes 
C,(a) Z(S). Since S = (S. a] C,(a) and C,Ja) is abelian, S centralizes 
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C,(a) Z(S) and so C,(a) Z(S) = Z(S). Then, by Step 9, Cc(a) = (w) since 
C is elementary abelian. 
Step 11. Z(R) @ C,(V). 
Proof Assume Z(R) s C,(J). Then, by Step 3, Z(R) c NG(S). Let C be 
a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup satisfying the conditions (i), 
(ii), and (iii) of Step 10. Since a acts fixed point freely on C/(M~)~, Z(R) 
centralizes C/(M’) by (2.1) and so [Z(R), Cl = 1. Since C’S C,;(Z(R)) c 
N,(R). [C. a] G C,(R). Th en (R. C,(a)) c C,([C, a]) L N,(R). a con- 
tradiction. 
Step 12. We have a contradiction. 
Proof By Step 2 and Step 11, O,(M) = 1. Then R, c N,(S) by Step 6. 
Let C be a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup satisfying the 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Step 10. Then [R,. Cl = 1. Let N be a 
maximal a-invariant (2, r}-subgroup which contains an a-invariant Hall 
(2, r)-subgroup of NJR,). By Step 4, O,(N) # 1. If O,(N) = 1. then NE 
N,(R). Hence [C, a] c C,(R). Then (R. C,(a)) E C,([C. a]) s N,(R), a 
contradiction. Therefore O,(N) # 1. If O,(N)n Z(R) # 1, then R G N by 
(2.5). Hence [C, a] EN s N,(R), a contradiction. If O,(N) n Z(R) = 1. 
[Z(R), ~~1 G Z(R) n O,,?(N) = Z(R) n O,(N) = 1. This contradicts Step 11. 
6. THE SET x2 
In this section, let r E rt2 and R be an a-invariant Sylow r-subgroup; i.e., 
m(C,(a) n WRN Z 2. 
LEMMA 6.1. C,(a) c Nc(R). 
Proof: Let (-Y) x (4’) E N,(R) n C,(a). Then R = (C’,(k) 1 (xj x (y>“j. 
Let E be an a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(k), so C,(a) & E. By 
Proposition 3. C,(k) = O2 ,(C,(k))(N,(E) n C’,(k)). Since C,(a) G E. 
N,(E) G N,(S). Hence C,(k) = O~~(C,W))(N,(S) n C,(k)). Since 
Rn C,(k) is a Sylow r-subgroup of C,(k), R n C,(k) = 
O,(C,(k))(N,(S) f’ C’,(k)). On the other hand, G’ n R = N,(R)’ n R by 
(2.2) and Lemma4.5. Assume NR(S) & G(R). We set f?= R/@(R), then 
N,(S) # 1. Let F be an a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(R), then -__ 
[F, N,(S)] c En F= 1. Hence R n N,(R)’ s R, a contradiction. Therefore 
NR(S) !Z Q(S). Hence C,(k) c O,(C,(k)) Q(R). Since R = (C,(k) 1 k E (x) x 
(Y)“). R = (O,(C,(k)) G(R) 1 k E (x) X (v)“), which implies R = 
(O,(C,(k)) I k E (x) X (Y)#). Hence C,(a) s N,(R). This proves 
Lemma 6.1. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Every proper a-invariant subgroup of G is r-closed. 
ProoJ Let C be a proper a-invariant subgroup of G and R,, S, be a- 
invariant Sylow 2- and Sylow 3-subgroups of C. Since C = 02,.z,z,(C), 
C-D Wd 02 ,l_C). Set c= C/@(S,) O2 .(C). Since C,(a) L N,(R), -- -- 
[R,, Cc(a)] c R, n f, = 1. Hence CFO(EO) E C,(a). so a is fixed point free 
on ~,,/C~,(#,,). It follows that E,, centralizes g,,. Therefore R, centralizes 
S,O,,(C)/O,,(C), so R, & O?,(C). Since Oz,(C) is nilpotent, C is r-closed. 
Let X be a subgroup of G such that S is a maximal subgroup of X. 
LEMMA 6.3. Assume that S is a maximal a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G and C,,,,(a) # 1. Then O(X) = 1. 
ProoJ Suppose false. Then S normalizes O(X) # 1. Let c E 
l2,(C,,,,(a))#. By the Z*-theorem, v is not weakly closed in S with respect 
to G. Hence S*=(v,vJviEvCnS, i=l,2)#1. Since C,(v)=S. tli 
inverts every element of O(X). Hence U, 1~~ centralizes O(X) and so 
[S*, O(X)] = 1. Then N,(S*) 2 (S, O(X)) and N,(S*) is a-invariant, a con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 6.4. Assume that S is a maximal a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G and X/Oz(X) is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 3. Then 
Z(S) is non-cyclic. 
Proof: Suppose false. Let cc> = O,(Z(S)), then a centralizes ~1. We set 
Z= Ll,(Z(O,(X))), then Z= [X, Z] x (ZnZ(X)) and [X, Zl is a four- 
group. Let Q = (Znfg 1 g E G, i = 0, l...., p - 1 }. Then we shall prove that 
there exists an element Z, E f2 such that Z, & Oz(X) and Z, c S. Suppose 
false. Let W=(Z,ER/Z,LS). Then X&N,(W) and NG(PVj is a- 
invariant, a contradiction. We set Z, = Zn’+‘. If Z, n O,(X) 2 I”, then there 
exists an element k E NG(ZO) such that ~3” E OJX) n Z,. Since Z, = ZncBk, 
we may assume L’” E Z, f7 02(X). Since Z s C,(P’) = SK D Z,. Z E N&Z,,). 
If Z f? Z, = 1, then Z, & C,V(Z) E Oz(X), a contradiction. Hence Z n Z,, = 
(~‘1. If v # LT~, then Z, c C,,(Z) E OJX), a contradiction. Hence 11 = re. So 
S D Z,. If x E Z, - (t’), then ( Oz(X) : Co+.)(x)] = 2. Let J’ be a non-trivial 
3-element of X, then ( O,(X) : CO,(,Y,(xY)( = 2. Hence i O,(Xj : COL,,T,((.~, s?‘i)l 
< 4. Here (q x’) is not a 2-group. Let J’~ be a non-trivial 3-element of 
(x, x’i. Then / O?(X) : C,z,x, (yJ < 4. Hence O,(X) = Z x CO,cx,(pO). Since 
Z = Q,@YO&U)), Cozcx,(~J = 1. H ence S is a dihedral group of order 8, a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 6.5. If r = 3 or R is non-abelian, then S c N,(R), where S is an 
a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
We break the proof of Lemma 6.5 into five steps. 
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Step 1. Z(S) is cyclic. 
Proof: By Lemma 6.2, C,(x) is r-closed for each x E C,(a)“. Since 
m(C,(a)) > 2, there exists an element y E C,(a)’ such that C,(v) # 1. 
Assume [Z(S), a] # 1. We set Z, = [Z(S), a]. Then Z, c C,(v) G N,(R). 
Since (R, S) c C&Z,), S c N,(R) by Lemma 4.5. Hence we may assume 
that [Z(S), a] = 1. Assume that m(Z(S)) > 2. Then there exists an element 
J’ E Z(S)# such that C,(y) # 1. Let A4 be a maximal a-invariant subgroup 
which contains C,(y). Then M is r-closed, so M = N,(R). which implies S G 
N,(R). Hence we may assume that Z(S) is cyclic. 
Step 2. S is a maximal a-invariant subgroup of G. In particular R is 
abelian. 
ProoJ Let N be a maximal a-invariant subgroup of G such that N q S. 
By Proposition 3, N = O,,,,,,, (N). Assume that O,(N) # 1. Then there exists 
an a-invariant q-subgroup T, such that S normalizes r,,. Since Z(S) is cyclic 
and C,(a) is non-cyclic, [S, C,(a)] # 1. So, by Lemma 4.3, there exists an 
abelian subgroup C such that C = [C, a] s S and [C,(a), C] = 1. Since 
m(C,(u)) > 2, there exists an element J E C,(a)’ such that C,(p) # 1. Then 
CC C,(y) & N,(R) by Lemma 6.2, so [R. C] = 1. Hence (R, T,,) s C,(C). 
so [R, T,] = 1. Since R and S are contained in N,(T,), S s N,(R). Hence 
Oz(N) = 1. so N = NG(S). Next let T, be an a-invariant q-subgroup of N, 
where q is an odd prime. Then [Z(S). T,] = 1 by Step 1. 
Let T be an a-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of G which contains T,,. If 
m(C,(a) n N,(T)) = 1, T is abelian by Lemma 5.2, so N,(T,) 2 T. Hence 
N&TO) z N,(T) by Lemma 4.5. so fl,(Z(S)) = n,(C,(a) n N,;(T)). Since 
[Q,(Z(S)), TO] = 1, this contradicts Lemma 5.2. Hence m(C,(a) n NJT)) 
> 2. By Lemma 6.2. every proper a-invariant subgroup of G is q-closed: in 
particular N is q-closed. This contradicts O,.(N) = 1. Hence S is a maximal 
a-invariant subgroup. Let Q,(Z(S)) = (1’). so L’ E C,(a) c h’,(R j. Since S is 
a maximal a-invariant subgroup, Cc;(~) = S. Hence C,(c) = 1; in particular 
R is abelian. 
By Step 2, we may assume r = 3; i.e., R is an a-invariant Sylow 3- 
subgroup. Let X be a subgroup of G such that S is a maximal subgroup ofX. 
Step 3. X is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose false. By (2.6). O’(X/O,(X)) = L, X .. . X L,, where 
Li 1 L,(q) with a prime q or q = 3’ for i= l,..., n. Since J(S)@ Oz(X), 
O,(Z(S)) G O,(X) by (d) of (2.6). By (c) of (2.6), 0,(0’(X)) = 1. so 
02(X) = L, x a*’ x L,. Since Z(S) is cyclic and S has a non-cyclic charac- 
teristic abelian subgroup, there exists an elementary abelian subgroup C of 
Z,(S) such that 1 # C = (C, a] and [C, C,(a)] = 1 by Lemma 4.3. Since 
m(C,(a)n N,(R)) > 2, there exists an element .Y E C,(a)” such that 
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C,(.U)# 1. By Lemma 6.2, C,(x) cN,(R), so [C, Rf = 1. Hence C,(C) g 
N,(R). Assume n > 2. Let (vi) = Z(S n Li) for i = l,.... 0. then c = ~1, . . . I’,, 
where (ci = n,(Z(s)). Let x E S n L, and J E C’; then .xS = .Y or xc. Since 
n > 2, xc 6C Li for i = I...., n. Hence .Y’ = x, which implies [S n L, . Cl = 1. 
Similarly we have [sn Li, C] = 1 for i= l,.... n. Hence 
(SnL,) x ... X (S r\ L,!) ?& C,(C) C N,(R). Let fi be an involution of 
Sn Li such that ti # ~3~. Then ri is conjugate to ~1; in L,. Set t = I, . . . t,,: 
then t, tc, and t: are conjugate in G. Since CG(c) = S, C,(t) and C,(tll) are 2- 
groups. Since C,(t) = C,(ttl) = 1. [R. L‘] = 1, a contradiction. 
Assume n = 1. Since OL(X) = 1, Xs Aut(L,(q)). If /III] = 3, then G is a 3’. 
group, which contradicts Lemma 4.2. Hence we may assume that 1 a I# 3. so 
m(C) > 3. Since [C. C,(U)] = 1 and m(C,(cc)) > 2, m(CC,(a)) > 5, a con- 
tradiction. 
We set Z = R ,(Z(O,(X))) and W = O,.2.(X) J(S) and 2 = X/O?(X). 
Step 4. The following conditions hold: 
(a) Z(S)nZ# Z(T)n Z for any TE SyI,(G) with Tf S: 
(b) 4s) GL O&O. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, O(X) = 1. So Z(S) & C,,(O,(X)) or Oz(X). Hence 
Q,(Z(S)) E Z. If Z(S) n Z = Z(T) n Z for T E Sy12(G), f2,(Z(S)) = 
f2,(Z(T)). Then Tg N,(Q,(Z(T))) = N,(R,(Z(S))) = S since S is a 
maximal a-invariant subgroup of G. Hence S = T. 
If J(S) G O&r). J(S) = J(O2V)) and so s = N&(S)) = 
N,(J(O,(X))) 2 X. a contradiction. 
By Step 4 and (2.7). the following hold: 
(i) #‘=K, x ... x K,. where Ki is isomorphic to the symmetric 
group of degree 3 for i = I,.... II. 
(ii) Let Ei be the pre-image in X of K;. Then IjEi,Z]l = 4 and Z = 
(E,.z] x . . . x (E,.zI x (znz(Cv)). 
Step 5. We have a contradiction. 
Proof. Since Z(S) is cyclic. 2 nZ(W) = 1. so Z = [E,. Z\ X ... X 
IE,,.ZI. Let (r;,=Ll,(Z(S)) and ciE [Ei,Z] nZ(Sn IV)“; then LI = 
. . . 1’ By Lemma 6.4. we may assume that n > 2. then there exists an 
iiernen;, of S such that [E,.Z]” = [E>.Z]. Let t, E [E,,Z]” with t, # L’, 
and tz = t;l; then tz E [E?,Z] and tz# cz. Since [S. C,(a)! # 1. by 
Lemma 4.3, there exists an elementary abelian subgroup C = (C’, a] of S 
such that [C. S] G f2,(Z(S)) and C,(C) 2 N,(R). For every element x E C. 
{x, XL’} is a conjugate class in S. So /S; C,(x)1 = 2. Hence Q(S) c 
nxEC C,(x) = C,(C). Now Q(S) G C,(C) G N,(R), so t, tz = It,, a) E S’ G 
#p(S) c NG(R). Since S permutes [Ei, Zl, i = I..... n transitively under 
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conjugation, n is even. By a similar argument, t, t, ... f,, E N,(R), where ti E 
[Ei, Z] - (ci) for i = l,..., n. Set t = I, . .. rn, then t, fc, and c are conjugate 
in X. Since C,(u) is a 2-group, C,(t) and C,(rtl) are too. On the other hand 
(ti X (z.) acts on R, so we have a contradiction. 
7. 3 E 7r, 
Let S. R be a-invariant Sylow 2-, Sylow r-subgroups of G for r E 
r(G) - ( 2 }. respectively. 
LEMMA 7.1. rf S c N,(R), then O:(N,(R)) # 1. 
Proof: Suppose that O,(N,(R)) = 1. By Proposition 3, C,(a) = Z(S). We 
first argue that C,(u) c Z(N,(J(S))). Let 2 # t E n(N,(J(S))) and r, be an 
a-invariant Sylow f-subgroup of N&(S)). Suppose f  E 71,. Let (c> = 
fl,(C,(a) n N,(T)), where r, g T” = T E Syl,(G). By Lemma 5.2, 
C,(U) = 1. On the other hand [T,, ~1 5 TnJ(S) = 1, a contradiction. Hence 
[Err?. By Lemma6.1, C,(a)sN,(T). Hence [C’,(a),T,js TnJ(S)= 1. 
Hence C,(a) s Z(N,(J(S))). Let II’ be an involution of C,(a). Since G is 
simple, MI @ Z*(G). By (2.3), there exists a 2-subgroup D of C,(w) such that 
N,(D) contains subgroups A. W, Z and an element n with the following 
properties: 
(a) W is a four-group and Z(D) = W X Z: 
(b) A is an abelian 2-subgroup of NJ W) n C,(Z) n Cc;(w); 
(c) (A”, )I,] # 1 and n E N,(W) n C,(Z): 
(d) (A.A”) centralizes Z and induces the entire group Aut(G) on W 
by conjugation; 
(e) Z(S) G C,(D) = Z(D). 
Next we shall prove C,(w) has a normal 2-complement. Let C = CC;(n,) 
and C= C/O(C). By Proposition 3, C = O(C) N,-(S), so C D J?, Let I? be an 
a-invariant odd Hall subgroup of c, then k- normalizes g/Z(g) and Z(s). -- 
Since Z(g) = Cda), i? centralizes Z(g) and g/Z(g). Hence [K, S] = 1 and 
C&n’) has a normal 2-complement. Let Z(D) = Z(D)/Z. Assume Z(D) = 
Z(S). Then since A c C,(w) = O(C)& (A, Z(S)] & O(C) n Z(D) = 1. __ ~ 
Hence A centralizes Z(D) = Z(S). Since n E N,(Z(D)), (A, A “) centralizes __ __ 
Z(D). which contradicts (d). Hence Z(D) ? Z(S) and so 
IZ(S): Z(S) n Z/ ,< 2. Since m(C,(a)) > 2 and C,(a) = Z(S), C,5(a) n Z # 1. 
Let x be an involution of C,(a) n Z. As n E C,(Z) E C,(x) and A & C,(x), 
A” C C,(X) = O(C,(x))(N,(S) r\ C,(x)). On the other hand N&S) c 
N&(S)) c C&r+). Hence [A”. rr’] s O(C,(x)) n Z(D) = 1, a contradiction 
by (~1. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Z(R) is weakly closed in R with respect to G. 
ProoJ We may assume that R is non-abelian. If r E z,, R is abelian by 
Lemma 5.2. Hence we may assume r E q. By Lemma 6.5, S s No(R). 
By Lemma 7.1, Oz(N,(R))# 1. Then C,(R) # 1. Set S, = C,(R). If 
Z(R)g G R, then Z(R) x S, L C,(Z(R)R) s N,(RR). Since C&Z(R)) C_ R, 
[C,,(Z(R)), S,] = 1. By the A x B-theorem, [S,. RR1 = 1. Hence (R9, Rj s 
C,(S,) CN,(R) by Lemma 4.5 and so RR = R. Therefore Z(R)’ = Z(R). 
This implies that Z(R) is weakly closed in R with respect to G. 
LEMMA 7.3. S @ N,(R). In particular 3 E 71,. 
Proof. Suppose S 2 N,(R). Let H = No(R) and H, be an u-invariant 
odd Hall subgroup of H. By Lemma 4.5, H, is a Hall subgroup of G and 
H D H,. By Lemma 7.1, Oz(H) # 1. In particular C,(H,) # 1. We choose 
Z, maximal with Z, 5. C,&H,) and C,(Z,) ;r H. Let X = C,,(z,j. Since 
ZLl 2 co ,(Z(S)) (H,), there exists an involution I such that I E Czo,(H,) -Z,. 
By maximality of Z,, C,Y(t) = H. By (2.14), there exists a t-subgroup B # 1 
such that t E r(G) - x(H) and N,(B)/C,(B) is not a (2, t}-group. Let T be 
an cl-invariant Sylow t-subgroup of G. We may assume B s T. Since 
Co(B) I3 Z(T), N,(B) = C,(B)(N,(B) n No(T)) by Lemma 7.2. Hence 
No(B)/C,(B) is a 2-group, a contradiction. 
Next let 3 E 7r2. Then S 5 N,(Q) by Lemma 6.5. where Q” = Q E Syl,(G), 
a contradiction. Hence 3 E rr, . 
LEMMA 7.4. R is abelian. In particular N,(R,)/C,(R,) is a 2-groupfbr 
any r-subgroup R, of G. 
ProojI Assume r E 7c,. Then R is abelian by Lemma 5.2. Next assume 
r E R>. If R is non-abelian, SC N,(R) by Lemma 6.5. By Lemma 7.3, we 
have a contradiction. Hence R is abelian. Next let R, c R. By the Frattini 
argument. N&d = (N,(R)n NG(&)) C,(Rd. Since NG(&)/C~&) = 
b%(R) n WR,))/6%(R) n C,&))~ KAW/C,(W is a 2-group. 
8. Q Is A T.I.-SET 
Let Q be an a-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of G and (11~) =
fl,(C,(a) n N&Q)). 
LEMMA 8.1. If N,(Q)/C,(Q) is non-abelian, then (w) = N,(Q)’ and 
N,(Q)/C,(Q) is the central product of a-invariant subgroups E and R, where 
E is extraspecial and R is cyclic. 
Proof. Set N,(Q) = N,&Q)/C,(Q). Let C be a non-cyclic characteristic 
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abelian subgroup of N,(Q). Then [C, a] centralizes Q by (2.1). So 
[C, a] = 1. Since N,(Q) n C,( a is cyclic, we have a contradiction. Thus ) -~ 
N,(Q) contains no non-cyclic characteristic abelian subgroups. By (2.12) 
N,(Q) is the central product of a-invariant subgroups E and R, where E = 1 
or E is extraspecial and R is cyclic or D,, Q,, S,, m > 4. If R is D,, Q,. 
or S,, Aut R is a 2-group. Hence [R, a] = 1. Since C’,(a) is abelian, we 
have a contradiction. Therefore R is cyclic. So N,(Q)’ z (w) C,(Q). If 
N,(Q)’ n C,(Q) = 1, N,(Q)’ = (w). S o we may assume N,(Q)’ n C,(Q) # 1. 
Set T = N,(Q)’ n C’,(Q). Then (Z(S), Q) 2 C,(T) c N&Q) by Lemma 4.5. 
If [Z(S), a] # I, (S, Q> c C,( [Z(S), a]) C_ N,(Q), which contradicts 
Lemma 7.3. Hence [Z(S), a] = 1. Since m(C,(a) n NJQ)) = 1. Z(S) is 
cyclic. By Lemma 4.3, there exists an abelian subgroup C of S such that C = 
[C, al, [C,(a), Cl = 1, and [C. S] c (wj. So @(S)G C,(C). Hence Z‘G 
N,(Q)’ s @(S) c C,(C) and so C s C,(T). Since C,(T) E N,(Q), 
[C. Q 1 = 1. Hence (Q, C,(a)) G C,(C) G NG(Q). Since m(C,(a)) > 2, we 
have a contradiction. 
LEMMA 8.2. Q is a T.I.-set. 
Proof: Suppose false and the proof will be by contradiction. 
Step 1. N,(Q)/C,(Q) is non-abelian. 
Proof. Assume that N,(Q)/C,(Q) is abelian. By Lemma 7.3, 3 E X, and 
so, by Lemma 5.2, C,(x) n N,(Q) = C,(Q) for any x E Q? Hence C,(X) 
has a normal 3-complement. In particular C,(X) is 3-constrained. If 
4Q><2,1413-1 or lal[ 3* - 1. so Ial = 2. Since (ai is odd prime, we 
have a contradiction. Hence m(Q) > 3. Let r be a prime different from 3. 
Then C,(Q) permutes the elements of Mz(Q, r) transitivity by (2.10). Since 
) a ( does not divide I C,(Q)I, some element R of M,*(Q, r) is a-invariant, then 
QR is nilpotent and R c C,(Q). Hence every Q-invariant 3’5ubgroup of G 
lies in C,(Q). Since O,(C,(x)) c C,(Q) for any -YE Q+@, C,(x) = 
QO,,(C&>> c C,(Q). Th is implies that Q is a T.I.-set, a contradiction. 
Choose Q,, maximal with respect to inclusion, subject to the condition Q 2 
Qo=QnQg# 1. Let A = N,(Q)n C&Q,,). Since Q is abelian, 
C,(QJ'nQ = (WQ)n C,;(Q,)Yn Q = [A, Ql. Let M= O"WQ,N. 
Then Q, G C,(A), C,(A) n M = 1, and Mn Q = [A, Q]. By maximality of 
Q,. Mfl Q is a T.I.-set in M. By Step I, N,(Q)/C,(Q) = E * R. where 
E = E” is extraspecial and R = R” is cyclic. 
Step 2. A # 1. 
Proof: Suppose A = 1. Then C,(QJ has a normal 3-complement. By 
(2.18), m(Q) > 4 and, if Q, & Q with m(Q/Q,) < 2, C,,(Q,) c C,,,(Q), where 
N = NF(Q), except possibly if m(Q) = 4 and m(Q,) = 2. In exceptional cases, 
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we assume that C.&J) $ CJQ,). If there exists an element x of C, JQ,) 
such that IX/ = 4, then X’ = rc E C,,,(Q,). a contradiction. If there exists a 
four-group (a) x (b) in CEeR(Q,), then Q = (C,(a), C,(b), C&b)). On the 
other hand, Q, is contained in C,(a). C,(b), and Cc(&), and since 
fft(c,(a)) = m(C,(b)) = m(C,(ab)) = 2, C,(a) = C,(b) = C,(d) = Q,. a 
contradiction. Hence we have C,,(Q,) = C,(Q)(f). where t2 E C,(Q) and 
Q=Qlx [Q,fl. S ince m([Q, rj) = 2, C,(Q,)/Q, is 3-solvable by the 
Smith-Tyrer theorem (2.8). In any case, C,(Q,) is 3solvable. Since 
~~G(QlhCAQI) is 3’- group. whenever m(Q/Q,) < 2. N,(Q,) is 3-solvable. 
Let r be a prime different from 3. Then C,(Q) permutes the element of 
M,$(Q, V) transitivity by (2. II). Since la] does not divide ) C,,(Q)/, some 
element R of Mz(Q, r) is u-invariant, then QR is nilpotent and R c CJQ). 
Hence every Q-invariant 3’-subgroup of G lies in C,(Q). So hl= 
O”(C,(Q,)) E: C,(Q). Then Q” z C,(Q,) = QM z C,(Q). a contradiction. 
Step 3. A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(Qo). 
__- 
Proof. Suppose false. Let N,(Q) = N,(Q)/C,(Q) = E * R, where E = E” 
is extraspecial and R = R” is cyclic. Then there exists a subgroup A, such - - 
that L%&)l, > IA I and (A :A,( = 2. By (2.18), 2m(C,(A)) = m(C,(A,)). 
Since Q = C,(A) x [Q,.4] = C&l,) x [Q,A.A,J, C,,.,d,(A,)# 1. Assume 
R # 1. Then there exists an element x E Z(N,(Q)) with 1.~1 = 4. Then .Y’ = r?. 
and [x,A[ = 1. Since .Y acts fixed point freely on C,,,,(A,), 
~Wto..&W Z 2. If R = 1, dCI,.,, (A,)) > 2 by (b) of (2.18). So we have 
m(C,,,,,(A,)) > 2 in any case. Set Qz = CIQ.~,l[Ao). Since Mn Q = [A. Q 1 is 
a T&set in M. Qz is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N,,,(A,,). Set L = N,,,(A,). By the 
maximality of QO. NL(QJ C_ N,JQ,, x Qz) c NJQ) since L c ME C,(Qo). - - 
Since (A :A,,1 = 2 and N,(Qz) 1 N,(Q). IN,(Q,)/C,(Q,)i = 2 and L’ f? Q, = 
N,(Qd' n Qz = IA. Qz I = Q,. S ince m(Q2) > 2. L is 3-solvable by (2.8). 
Hence L=O,,(L) N,(Q,). Since m(Qz) >, 2, O,.(L) = (C,,,,,,(c) j c E Q”). 
As Col&) c C,(k) x Q,, c N,(Q). O,.(L) c N,(Q). Hence L s 
N,(Q) f’ M. Let S* be a Sylow 2subgroup of NC(Q) f? M. Since N6(Q) = 
N,(Q) C,(Q). there exists an element g E C,(Q) such that S*y c 
N,(Q)nMR. Since g E C,(Q). MP =M and so S*‘cN,(Q)nM=A. 
Hence ILI, < jN,JQ)nMIl = JA j. Since (N,,@,)(: > IA (, we have a con- 
tradiction. 
Step 4. M is solvable. 
ProoJ: Suppose false. By (2.13), O”(M)/O(M) -L, x ... x L,, X T, 
II > 1. where T is an abelian 2-group and Lj 2 L,(q), q = 3(B) or JR-type for 
i = l,.... n. Since Mn Q is a T.I.-set in M, the centralizer of every non-trivial 
3-element is 3-closed. Hence n = 1. By Lemma 7.4, O(M) is nilpotent. If 
31 lO(~ O,(M) # 1. Since MC N,(O,(M)) c N,(Q, x O,(M)) 5 NC(Q) 
and G&!o) = QM. C,(Q,> C_ NC(Q)- a contradiction. Hence 3 11 O(M)\. By 
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Lemma 7.4, odd sections of G are abelian. Hence, as O’(M) = M, 34 
I M/02’(M)I. H ence ]M]3=]02’(M)/O(M)]3. If L, =L2(q), (3,q)= 1, a 
Sylow 3-subgroup of L, (hence of G) is cyclic. This contradicts with 
m(Mn Q) > m(Q2) > 2. Hence L, 2 L2(3”) or JR-type. If L, z L2(3”), a 
subgroup of order f(3” - 1) acts regularly on a Sylow 3-subgroup of L,. By 
Lemma 7.4, f(3” - 1) = 2 since a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, is four-group. 
Hence 3” = 5, a contradiction. Assume L, is JR-type. Let t be an involution 
of L,. Then C,(t) = (t) X E. where E -L2(3”). In this case. we have a 
contradiction similarly. Hence M is solvable. 
Step 5. We have a contradiction. 
Proof. Since hd is solvable. bf = 0, ,w) we n M). Since 
N,,Wn Q) g N,(Qo x W n Q)) G ivc(Q) and O304) = (CO> ,.rrdC) I 
c E Q n k@), A4 s N,(Q). which is a contradiction. 
9. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
LEMMA 9.1. S is a maximal u-incariant subgroup of G. 
Proof: Suppose false. Let M be an a-invariant subgroup of G with S 5 
M $ G. By Proposition 3. M = O2 ,.z.2,(M). If O(M) # 1. then O,(M) # 1 for 
some odd prime r. Since a Sylow r-subgroup of G is abelian, N,(O,(M)) 2 
(R. S;, where R is an a-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of G. By Lemma 4.5, 
S s NG(R). This contradicts Lemma 7.3. Hence O(M) = 1. So A4 2 N,(S). 
Let t E n(M) - (2) and r, be an u-invariant Sylow t-subgroup of M. Let T 
be an u-invariant Sylow t-subgroup of G which contains r,,. Since T is 
abelian and G is simple, T = G’ n T = N,(T)’ c-l T = [N,(T), T]. Since T = 
[N,(T), T] x C&V,(T)). C,(N#‘)) = 1. On the other hand [T,,, N,(T)] s 
Tn S = 1. Hence I # r, c C,(N,(T)), a contradiction. The lemma follows. 
Let X be a subgroup of G such that S is a maximal subgroup ofX. 
LEMMA 9.2. X is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose false. By (2.6). O’(X/O,(X)) is a direct product of L2(q) 
with a prime q or q = 3’. Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of G is a T.I.-set, 
02GV2W) 1 L,(q). A ssume O,(X) = 1. By (b) of (2.6), IZ(S)l = 2. Then, 
since C,(u) is non-cyclic, [S, Cs(a)] # 1. So, by Lemma 4.3, there exists an 
elementary abelian subgroup C such that I # [C, a] and [C. C,(a)] = 1. 
Since O,(X) = 1, X z Aut(L,(q)). If ]a] = 3, then G is a 3’-group, which 
contradicts Lemma 4.2. Hence we may assume that ]a( # 3, so m(C) > 3. 
Since [C, CF(a)] = 1 and m(C,(a)) > 2, m(CC,(a)) > 5, a contradiction. 
Hence O,(X) # 1. If 0,(0’(X)) # 1, R,(Z(S)) g O,(X) by (c) of (2.6). Then 
O,(Z(S)) n Oz(X) # Q,(Z(T)) n O,(X) for TE S&(X) with S f T. By (d) 
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of (2.6), J(S) c O,(X). Hence Xc N&(S)) and this is a contradiction. 
Hence 0,(0*(X)) = 1. Then Z(S) is non-cyclic. Assume C,(Q) # 1, where Q 
is an a-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Let S, = C,(Q). Then (Z(S), Q) c 
C&S,,) G N,(Q). Since m(C,(a) n N,(Q)) = 1 and Z(S) is non-cyclic. 
[Z(S), a] # I. Then (S, Q) c C,([Z(S). u]) 5 N,(Q). Since m(C,(a)) > 2. 
m(C,(a)nN,(Q)) > 2. a contradiction. Hence C,(Q) = 1. If N,(Q) is 
abelian, then N,(Q) is cyclic and acts regularly on Q by Lemma 5.2. Since Q 
is a T&set, C,(x) c NG(Q) for any x E Q? Hence the centralizer of every 
non-trivial 3-element has odd order. Let 1’ be a non-trivial 3-element of 
O’(X). Then Oz(X) c C,(y). a contradiction. Hence N,(Q) is non-abelian. 
Since N,(Q) has no non-cyclic characteristic abelian subgroups. there exists 
an a-invariant extraspecial subgroup E of N,(Q) by (2.12). Let (n.1) = Z(E), 
then it’ E C,(a). Since ]a] > 3. m(E/(w)) > 4. If E r? C,(O’(X)) # 1, then 
i$‘E C,(O*(X)). Hence O’(X) C_ C,(W). Since C,(W) is solvable. we have a 
contradiction. So w @ C,Y(02(X)). Let x= X/C,(O’(X)). then E c E G 
Aut(L,(q)). If q is a prime, then the rank of a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Aut(L,(q)) is three. a contradiction. Hence q = 3’. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Aut(L,(3*)) has order 2’. l? is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofX. Let E,be a four- 
group which is contained in i?n O’(X). Then 3 1 ]NdE,)[ and E G IV@,) 
since E E El and El{*:) is abelian. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of X is 
maximal in X. we have a contradiction. 
LEMMA 9.3. O(X)= 1. 
Proof Assume that O(X) # 1. By Lemma 6.3, Czo,(u) = 1. So 
[Z(S), a] = Z(S). s ince m(C,(a)) > 2, there exists an element x E C,(a)# 
such that C,,,, (*u) # 1. Let M be a maxima1 a-invariant subgroup of G 
which contains C&u). Then Z(S) E C,(Y) 5 M. Since O(M) E C&Z(S)) 
and, by Lemma 9.1, C,(Z(S)) = S, O(M) = 1. On the other hand, since M = 
0 z,,2.z(M), MC NC(S). By Lemma 9.1, NG(S) = S and so ME S, a con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 9.4. X/02(X) - S,. Furfher let Z = Q,(Z(Oz(X))). Then Z = 
[X, ZJ x (Z n Z(X)) and [X. Z] is a four-group. 
ProoJ Since X is solvable and O(X) = 1, Z(S) z O,(X). Hence 
f2,(Z(S)) n O,(X) # f2,(Z(r)) n O,(X) for TE Syl,(X) with S # T. If 
J(S) c O,(X), J(S) = J(O,(X)). Hen_ce X s N&(S)) = S, which is a 
contradiction. So J(S) @ Oz(X). Set X=X/O,(X). By (2.7), the following 
hold: 
(a) W-S, x S, x ... x S,, where IV= O,,,(X)J(S). 
(b) If E is a S,-isomorphic direct factor of w, then [E, ZJ is a four- 
group and Z = X,,, [E’, Z] x (Z n Z(W)), where E is the inverse image 
OfE. 
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Let Q, be a Sylow 3-subgroup of X and Q* be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G 
which contains Qo. If m(QJ > 2, then O,(X) = (C,l,,,(x) 1 x E Q,“>. Since 
Q* is a T.I.-set, C,(x) cl NG(Q*) f or any x E Q$‘. Hence O,(X) CI NG(Q*). 
So [O,(X), Q,] c O,(X) n Q* = 1. This contradicts O(X) = 1. Hence 
1 Q,] = 3. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 9.5. Z(S) is non-cyclic. 
Proof: See Lemma 6.4. 
LEMMA 9.6. C,(Q) = 1. where Q is an a-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup 
ofG. 
Proof: Assume C,(Q) # 1. Let S, = C,(Q). then (Q, Z(S)) G C,(S,) s 
NJQ). If [Z(S)? a] # 1, (S, Q) E C,( [Z(S), ~1) s N,(Q), a contradiction. 
Hence [Z(S), a] = 1. Since Z(S) is non-cyclic. m(C,(a) n NJQ)) > 2, 
which contradicts Lemma 7.3. 
LEMMA 9.7. Let Z, = Z (-‘Z(X). Then there exists an involution a E 
Z(S) - C,,s,(u), such that la’“’ n Z, 1 > f /a(” 
ProoJ Set X= XfZ,. If a 3-element y centralizes [X. Zj, then J 
centralizes Z = [X, Z] X Z,. Since X is solvable and O(X) = 1, 
Q,(Z(S)) c Z so y E C,(J?,(Z(s))), which contradicts Lemma 9.1. Hence 
Cd[X, Z]) is a 2-group and so Cd[X, Z]) G O,(X). Hence n,(Z(S)) C 
[X,Z]. So IR,(Z(S))I = 2. Hence IQ,(Z(S)):l2,(Z(S))nZ,I =2. If 
C,,,,(a) is non-cyclic, Z, n C,,s,(u) # 1. Let x E Z, n C,,,,(a)‘, then 
3) ] C,(x)]. On the other hand, by Lemma 9.1, C,(x) = S, a contradiction. 
Hence C,,,,(a) is cyclic. By Lemma 9.5, Z(S) is non-cyclic, so there exist 
the non-trivial orbits Ai, 1 -(i,<m, of (a) in Q,(Z(S)). If ]Aij < 2 IAjnZ,I 
for some i. then the lemma is proved.. Hence we may assume 1 Ai] > 
2 IAinz,( for i= I,..., m. Since IAil=/aI is odd, IAiI>21AjnZ,(+ 1. 
Hence xr!, ]Ai] > Cy=, 2 (Ai n Z, I + m. Let IQ,(Z(S))l = 2”. Then 2” = 
IF)) 
@>I + ZL I4 I 2 I C,,cz,s,, (a)/ + 2 EYE, 1 z4i n Z, I + m > 
n,cz,sJ)(a)l + 2(2”-’ - 1) + m. Hence 2 > IC,,,.,,,,(a)l + m and so 
C R,(Z,s))(a)= 1 and m= 1. This proves {al”‘} =Q,(Z(S))? Hence ]a( = 
2” - 1 and so Ial is not a Fermat prime. By (2.9), (N,(Q), u] G C,(Q). Since 
C,(Q) = 1 by Lemma 9.6, N,(Q) G NJQ)n C,(a) which is cyclic since 
3 E 71,. Then, by Lemma 5.2, C,(W) = 1, where (w) = n,(N,(Q)). Since Q is 
a T.I.-set, C,(x) is odd for any x E Q#. On the other hand. 3 ) ] C,JZ,)I. This 
is a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
Let (a”‘)’ f’~ N,(Q) = Ai for i = 0 . . . . . p - 1. where p = /a/. 
LEMMA 9.8. Ai f 0, 0 ,< i < p - 1, and there exists an element bi, bj of 
Ai, Aj, respectively,, 0 ,< i. j ,< p - 1. i # j, such that [bj, bi] = 1. 
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Proof. By Lemma 9.7, a”’ E Z, for some integer k. Let x be a non-trivial 
3-element of X. Then aa” E C,(.u). Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of G is a T.I.- 
set, A, # 0. Since Ai = A,, , , A,, , # 0. Similarly we have Ai # 0 for i = 
O...., p - 1. Next we shall prove that for any a”’ and a”‘, there exists ZT” 
which contains afii and a”‘. It is sufficient to show that for any a”’ there 
exists Z;” which contains a and a”‘. Since 4 (a’^)( < (a(“’ n Z, 1, a’““’ and 
u’~“~” are contained in Z, for some integer j. Hence a and a”’ are contained 
inZ, . (a’)’ Hence for any u O’ and a”‘, there exists Z;l” which contains an’ and 
a O’. Let x be a non-trivia1 3-element of C,(Zy”). Then an’ and u”’ are 
contained in C,(x). Let Q* be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G which contains .Y. 
Since Q* is a T.I.-set. C,(x) or Nc(Q*). On the other hand, by (2.11) 
N,(Q) = E * R. where E = E” is extraspecial and R = R” is cyclic. Let 
(w) = Z(E). Then C,(W) = 1 by Lemma 5.2. Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C&u) is abelian. Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(K) contains an’ and (u~‘)~ 
for some h E C,(r), there exist elements bi E Ai and b,i E A; such that 
[ bi. bj) = 1. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 9.9. Zf ci E Ai, then Ai = (ci, ciw} for i = 0 ,.... p - 1. where 
(I(“:! = f2,(C,(a) n N,(Q)). 
Proof Assume c: E Ai for some g E G. Then ci and cf are contained in 
N,(Q). If C,(cf)= 1, then CVC~. Q] = 1 since cc(~)= 1. Since C,(Q)= 1, 
it’ = c:. Since 3 ( / C,(c$ 3 (C,(rc)l. Since C,( I a is abelian and u-invariant ) 
Sylow 3subgroups of G are conjugate in C,(u). C,(rt’) n Q is a Sylow 3- 
subgroup of C,(W). This contradicts with C,(W) = 1. Hence C,(cy) # I. 
Similarly Ca(ci) # 1. Let Q* be a Sylow 3-subgroup of C,(cg) which 
contains C,(c:). Since Q is a T.I.-set, Q* = Q. Hence C~(C~)~~ E Q for some 
h E C,(cf). So QRh n Q # 1. Since Q is a T.I.-set, Q = QRh, so gh E NC;(Q). 
Since cf = cp” and cf” = ci or tin’. cf = ci or ciu’. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 9.10. We have a final contradiction. 
Proof. Let 3 = (A, ( i = O,.... p - 1,. Since N,(Q) = E x R, (bc’) G 
Z(N,(Q)) so ci w = n’ci for all i. By Lemmas 9.8 and 9.9, A is an u-invariant 
elementary abelian 2-group of N,(Q). Since C,(Q) = 1. A = (w,>. This shows 
that a is conjugate to W. Since 3 1 ]C,(u)l, 3 1 1 C,(W)~. This contradicts with 
C,(w) = 1. 
By Lemma 9.10. no minimal counterexample to the Main Theorem can 
exist, and the Main Theorem is proved. 
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